<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Follow Up/HW:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Monday    | 1. TSW review rules pertaining to underlining.  
            2. TSW view visual representation of Act II of A Raisin in the Sun. | 1. Warm-up—review rules pertaining to capitalization and italicizing  
                                    2. View Act II / complete Act II video guide | Copies of underling/italicizing notes, copies of plays, study packets, VHS tape | N/A           |
| Tuesday   | 1. TSW complete an underlining exercise.  
            2. TSW complete guided reading questions while reading Act III of A Raisin in the Sun. | 1. Complete underlining exercise  
                                    2. Begin reading Act III / begin Act III guided reading questions | Copies of underlining/italicizing exercise, copies of plays, study packets | 1. List 2 vocabulary quiz tomorrow, (4/30) and Thursday, (5/1) |
| Wed/Thur  | **EXIT LEVEL MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE EXAMINATIONS**  
            Objective:  
            1. TSW complete a vocabulary quiz.  
            2. TSW complete guided reading questions while reading Act III of A Raisin in the Sun. | 1. Complete list 2 vocabulary  
                                    2. Begin reading Act III / begin Act III guided reading questions | Copies of vocabulary quizzes, copies of plays, study guides | N/A           |
| Friday    | 1. TSW complete an underlining/italicizing activity.  
            2. TSW complete guided reading questions while reading Act III of A Raisin in the Sun. | 1. Complete underlining/italicizing activity  
                                    2. Complete reading Act III / complete guided reading questions | Copies of underlining/italicizing exercise, copies of plays, study packets | N/A           |